
 

Over the last 40 years, Afghanistan has never

been stable enough to develop an industrial

base.

Because of this, the country's top exports can

be summed up in a single sentence: Opium,

nuts and fruit, precious minerals... and rugs.

Lots of rugs.

 

In the last half century, the commercialization

of traditional rugmaking has become an

important financial lifeline for many Afghan

families.
 

So, what do you get when you cross decades

of unrelenting conflict with a popular national

pastime?

 

WAR RUGS
 

When the Soviets occupied Afghanistan,

images of tanks, planes, and weapons started

working their way onto the ornamental rugs

found in homes across rural Afghanistan.

Initially these 'War Rugs' acted as DIY

propaganda posters for the Mujahideen.

 

 

But the colorful, wacky designs found their way

into the hands of occupying Soviet

forces. Who absolutely loved them.

In just a few years, the War Rug became an

extremely popular war memento. Creating a

new, and enduring tradition that continues to

this day.

 

 

Nearly 4 years ago we arranged our first

import of Afghan war rugs. It's not something

we do often... and until recently Afghanistan

was a little unstable.

A month ago, we decided to reach out to our

old supplier and see how things were.

Which turned into us sorting through hundreds

of unique, hand-woven wool rugs together —

like the Middle Eastern version of drunk texting

your old high-school girlfriend.
Just with way more quality control

 

Every rug is a totally unique creation reflecting the individual skill and creativity
of the weaver. Depending on the size, each requires 4-10 weeks of concentrated

work.
 

It goes without saying that War Rugs are

unique conversation pieces. And we hand-

picked the craziest and most colorful

interpretations.

Like the unexploded landmines littering

Afghanistan's ex-Soviet bases; each rug is a

special treasure.

 

They're just begging to be hung up on your

wall or in your secret mountain cave hideout.

 

 

Our full import of War Rugs is now available

for pre-sale.

 

There's a lot of designs and sub-variants to

choose from, but whatever your taste you'll

want to be quick.

Our inventory is based on only the

rugs we pre-screened and selected

for purchase. In other words, once

they're gone... they're gone. 

 

 

 

 

 

Normally, this is the part of the email where we'd do a deep dive into
the exact history of these rugs. But as can guess, it's a little hard to
condense hundreds of years of Afghanistan's war-torn history into a

single email.

For today, you can read more about the rugs on the product pages. They
all come from the same place, but some have a little more to them...

 

Not a cellphone in sight...

Questions? Comments? Suggestions?

Just hit 'reply' on this email.

 

Want to dump us and make Ivan sob quietly in his parking spot before work?

Unsubscribe.*

*Alternatively, you can bug me directly and tell me what you don't like:

ivan@kommandostore.com

 11 New York St Rapid City, SD 57701

Browse the Collection 🧶
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